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Executive
summary

Sedap Dendeng PALAM (SDP) is a company founded in
May 2023 that specialises in providing customers with
quick delivery of pack food. The products are made of
high-quality materials and are sold at reasonable and
affordable prices for all customers, particularly students. 

Sedap Dendeng PALAM (SDP)'s demographics are mostly
adults and teenagers, particularly UiTM students in
Puncak Alam. However, the company's products are
available to anyone, regardless of age or gender. This
store appeals to most people who are looking for simple
and inexpensive food stock that is similar to their
mother's cooking and appropriate for their appetite. Food
is a thriving industry, and we would like to meet the
needs of the general public, particularly students at UiTM
Puncak Alam. We at Sedap Dendeng PALAM (SDP)
believe that this type of packed food can influence and
boost one's self-esteem, and it is our responsibility to
provide them with the ability to do so by purchasing our
simple yet affordable food.
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Introduction of business

Sedap Dendeng PALAM (SDP)

Universiti Teknologi MARA
Cawangan Selangor Kampus Puncak
Alam, 42300 Bandar Puncak Alam,
Kuala Selangor, Malaysia
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Organizational
Chart

Nur Hidayah is a
founder of SDP and

also a general
manager

NUR AINI 
BINTI YAACOB

Nur Aini is a business
partner with Nur

Hidayah and also a
general manager



 Mission  

To provide exceptional
Dendeng pack dining

experiences by creating an
organisation that inspires

people to better their lives.
 

 Vission  

Proactive, Respect/Win-
Win, Growth, Great
Operations, Giving 



SDP is a product delivery service, also
known as a dropshipper.
SDP, or Sedap Dendeng Palam, is a service
that provides Sumatra Sambal Daging
Dendeng to people in Puncak Alam,
particularly students at UiTM Puncak Alam.
We purchased this product from the
supplier and then collected an order to
deliver it to them.

Descriptions of products / services



Price listOne pack equivalent to
RM 15.

There is no delivery fee
charges 

Two pack equivalent to
RM 30.

There is no delivery fee
charges 
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(FB) page



Customizing URL Facebook
(FB) page

 
https://www.facebook.com/sedapdendengPALAM

https://www.facebook.com/sedapdendengPALAM
https://www.facebook.com/sedapdendengPALAM


Facebook (FB) Page LIKE



Facebook (FB) post 
 Teaser
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 Facebook
(FB) post 

 Copywritin
g (Hard sell)
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Facebook (FB) post – Copywriting (Soft sell)
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Facebook (FB) post – Copywriting (Soft sell)
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CONCLUSION
To put it simply, SEDAP DENDENG PALAM is a company that sells pre packed food which is Daging
Dendeng Sumatra online as well as offline through the establishment of Daging Dendeng Sumatra by
SEDAP DENDENG PALAM Facebook page. We can draw the conclusion that by operating a Facebook
business page, we are able to market and advertise our goods and services while also raising awareness of
our established brand among Facebook users, particularly those who live close to our business location.
We are also able to post the most recent updates of our commercial activity or event through this type of
platform.

Therefore, as a start-up company using a Facebook page, we were able to accomplish
some of our objectives with success and will continue to do so in the future by expanding
and conducting Daging Dendeng Sumatra by SEDAP DENDENG PALAM business through
other available social media and as well as improving our marketing strategy.



THANK YOU !!!


